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Plasma Distribution and Magnetic Field Orientation in the Venus Near Wake'
Solar Wind Control of the Nightside Ionopause
H. PI•REZ-DE-TEJADA,
1 M. DRYER2 D. S. INTRILIGATOR,
3 C T RUSSELL
4 AND L H. BRACE
5
A comparativestudy of the positionof the Venus nightsideionopauseand of the orientationof the
magneticfield in the near Venus wake is presented.It is shownthat when the ionopauseis detected
deepwithin the umbrathe magneticfield vectorabovethat boundaryshowsconsistentlya convergent
orientation toward the sun-Venusaxis. When the ionopauseis encounteredoutside the umbra, the
magneticfield may assumedirectionsnot necessarilyindicativeof closure.The overall configuration
of the nightsideionopauseseems,in addition,to be stronglycontrolledby the kineticenergydensityof
the solarwind. At highvaluesof this quantitythe ionopausetendsto occurmoreoftenat low heights.
INTRODUCTION

One of the most remarkable results reported from the
Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) experience has been the
observationthat the Venus nightsideionospherealso terminates sharply at an outer boundary and that the well-defined
sudden drop of ionospheric densities to solar wind values
seen in the dayside is also present in the nightside. The
compressionof the dayside ionosphere by the ram pressure
of the oncomingsolar wind was expected ever since it was
learned that Venus does not have an intrinsic magnetic field
sufficiently strong to prevent the solar wind from impinging
upon the upper layers of the ionosphere.The conditionsin
the nightside were unknown, however, as no clear information was available on the extension of the ionospheredownstream from the terminator. The low periapsis orbits of the
Pioneer Venus spacecrafthave now provided the opportunity to examine, in situ, the distribution of ionosphericplasma
around the planet. This has been reported by Brace et al.
[1979, 1980] who find that in addition to a clear orbit to orbit

variability of the positionof the nightsideionopause,there is
a notable tendency for that boundary to extend to large
distancesdownstream. This apparent bulged appearanceof
the Venus nightsideionospherehas no parallel in the ionospheres of the magnetic planets where a near-spherical
symmetry is ensured by the protective action of the planetary magnetic field. In Venus, however, there appears to be
a global deformation of the upper layers of the ionosphere
due to a continuous exchange of mass, momentum, and
energy with the shocked solar wind plasma [Michel, 1971;
Cloutier et al., 1974; Perez-de-Tejada and Dryer, 1976;
Gornbosi et al., 1981; Slavin et al., 1983]. The manner in
which such an exchangeoperates is currently the subject of
extensiveexaminationin the experimentaldata. This should
ultimately allow the identification of the relative role of the

plasmaand magneticfluxesto producethe observeddistortion of the ionosphere.

We note, for example, that the preferential downstream
elongationof the nightsideionopauseat low latitudes and the
lower ionopauseheights seenat high latitudes, as is shown in
Figure 3 of Brace et al. [1979], suggests a phenomenon
which originates from the polar terminator. This observation
prompted those authors to propose that the slipping of the
interplanetary magnetic field lines over the poles, as they are
convected by the shocked solar wind streaming at lower
latitudes, could explain the observed ionospheric geometry
at high latitudes. They noted, however, that this concept
possibly could not be applicable to the low height ionopause
positions detected in the deep regions of the umbra.
An alternative interpretation was proposed by Perez-deTejada [1980, see Figure 1] in terms of a preferential
deflection

of the ionosheath

onset of a viscouslike
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the

interaction

between

the shocked solar

wind and the ionospheric material near the magnetic polar
terminator should result in an enhanced expansion of the
local plasma into the wake. Such an expansion should, in
turn, modify the local magnetic geometry and produce a
preferential orientation of the field lines from the magnetic
polar terminator toward the magnetic equatorial plane.
In the present report we discussthe conditions associated
with the plasma and magnetic fluxes seen across the nightside ionopause and present evidence indicating that the
magnetic field vector in the near wake shows consistently a
convergingorientation when that boundary is crossedwithin
the umbra. This result is in agreement with the notion that
the magnetic field lines are preferentially oriented from the
polar terminator toward the equatorial plane and, again,
suggestsa polar origin for the phenomenon producing the
confinement of the nightside ionosphere. The position of the
ionopause appears, at the same time, to be strongly controlled by the kinetic energy density of the solar wind, and
the data examined
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flow into the wake behind

magnetic polar regions (defined with respect to the plane
formed by the sun-Venus axis and the IMF direction). In this
latter interpretation, dissipative effects associated with the

reveal

a clear

correlation

between

this

latter quantity and the ionopause height.
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Studies of the magnetic field configuration in the Venus
wake have revealed the complexity and variability of the
conditionspresentin that region. The distributionof magnetic field vectors measured with the Venera magnetometers
was interpreted by Dolginov et al. [1980] as indicating a
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1.8

Orbit

PVO plane to changefrom a general divergent orientation in
the outer ionosheathto directions nearly parallel to the sun-

80

Venus

line in the inner ionosheath.

This is evident

in the

inbound and outbound legs with a consistentreversal in the
direction of the magnetic field vector as the spacecraft
moves acrossthe midnight meridian. The gradual rotation of
the magnetic field vector toward the sun-Venus line with
• 1.0•
• .............
I
decreasingdistancefrom that axis along the PVO trajectory
usually results in a component directed toward the interior of
• 0.8the wake. This latter behavior occurs generally in the outer
regions of the umbra only and in many cases is abruptly
•' 0.6- ::
!..................
•
replaced, close to the sun-Venus line, by a divergent orientation (as in the outbound leg of orbit 80) or by a near-zero
02magnetic field intensity in that plane.
The significance of the observed magnetic geometry in
O.a .0
-O.a -04 -0.6 -0.8 -I.0 -I.a -I.4 •v
regard to the conditions present at the nightside ionopause
Distance Along Venus-Sun Line
can be investigatedby identifyingthe positionof that boundFig. 1. Projection
of themagnetic
fieldvectors
intotheplane ary, as inferred from the Orbiter Electron Temperature
formedby Venus,the sun,andthe PVO, as measured
in orbit80.
The heavytracealongthe trajectoryindicatesthe transitof the Probe (OETP) measurements.This is indicated by the symspacecraftacrossthe ionosphere.
bol I at the end points of the heavy trace on the trajectory of
the spacecraft in Figure 1. We note that the magnetic field is
geometry consistentwith that expected from unipolar induc- convergent above the outbound ionopause which lies well
tion processes. These measurements reflect, however, the
within the umbra. Conversely, on the inbound leg, where the
conditions expected at low magnetic latitudes which were ionopause occurs near the boundary of the optical umbra,
more frequentlyprobedby the low latitude trajectory of the the magnetic field is parallel to that boundary only in the
Venera spacecraft.
region exterior to the ionopau,:.e.
The near-polar orientation of the PVO trajectory has
Similarconditionsare presentin the magneticfielddata of
provided, on the other hand, information which, as indicated otherorbitseventhoughthe propertiesof the magneticfield
._

above, may be related to phenomenataking place at and
downstreamfrom the magnetic polar terminator. Figure 1
showsa useful representationof the magneticfield vectors
measured in orbit 80, projected on the plane formed by
Venus, the sun, and the PVO. The presentationof the PVO
magnetometerdata in this plane was reported by Russell e!
al. [1980]for variousorbits that probedthe midnightregion
during the first year of operation of that spacecraft. The
observedgeometry illustrates the overall tendency of the
projection of the magnetic field vector on the sun-Venus-

belowthe nightsideionopausemay be completelydifferent.
Thus, there appearsto exist a consistentidentificationof the

observedmagneticfield geometryexteriorto the nightside
ionopause,namely,that the projectionof the magneticfield
vector on the sun-Venus-PVO plane shows a convergent
orientationimmediatelyabovethat boundary.A divergent
geometryoccurs only far away from this boundaryor when

the ionopauseis detectedoutsideof the umbra.Composites
basedon selectedpassesof the PVO duringorbits62-80, in
whichthe PVO probedthe midnightregionof the nearwake

Fig.2. Composite
formed
bythemagnetic
measurements
during
theinbound
legofvarious
PVOorbits
inthesame
plane as Figure 1.
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Fig. 3. Compositeformedby the magneticmeasurementsduringthe outboundleg of variousPVO orbitsin the same
plane as Figure 1.

during its first year of operation, are shown in Figures 2 and
3 for the inbound and outbound crossings, respectively. A
list of all the cases examined is also presented in Table 1,
which separately contains passes with a convergent, an
undeflected, and a divergent magnetic orientationjust above
the nightside ionopause. The detection of this boundary
outside or within the umbra is indicated by "A" and "W,"
respectively. The data presentedin Table 1 clearly show that
in all cases examined the projection of the magnetic field
vector on the sun-Venus-PVO plane keeps a convergent
orientation whenever the ionopause is detected within the
umbra. When the ionopause is crossed outside the umbra,
the magneticfield may assumevarious directions, including
a divergent geometry as is the case in the outbound leg of

to exist one same consistentchangein the magnitudeand/or
directionof the magneticfield acrossthe ionopause,but that
the magnetic field below may assume a wide variety of
valuesand directions.Finally, we point out that the correlation between the orientation of the magnetic field and the
positionof the ionopause,as suggestedhere, can be used as
a criterion to identify the latter when there is evidence of
multiple crossingsin the electron density signature.Such is
the case in the outbound leg of orbit 79, where a plasma
cloud [Brace eta!., 1982a] was detected far above the actual
ionopause,and also in the outboundleg of orbits 77 and 80,
where the (dashed)sectionsof the trajectory, with a signifi-

orbit 62. It is also of interest to note that there does not seem

[Brace eta!., 1982b].

cantly larger magneticfield intensitybelow the ionopause,
coincidewith the locationof well-definedionosphericholes

TABLE 1. Magnetic Field OrientationAbove the NightsideIonopauseDuring SelectedPassesof the PVO
Magnetic Orientation (Outbound)

Magnetic Orientation (Inbound)

Orbit
62
65
66
67
68
70
72
73
77
78
79
80

Convergent

Parallelto
Sun-Venus
Axis

Divergent

Convergent

A
A

Parallelto
Sun-Venus
Axis

Divergent

A
A
A

W

A

W

A
A

W
A*
W
A*
W
W

W

A

A
A
W

A

A
W

D(Rv)

pV2, 10-8
erg/cm
3

1.15
1.28
0.90
1.00
0.80
1.00
0.60

3.5
3.1
5.3
4.2
5.2
3.4
7.5

0.90

6.5

0.70
0.80

7.2
8.0

W

A and W indicate ionopauselocations within and outside the umbra and D(Rv) its distance to the sun-Venus axis.
*Ionopause not known.
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much larger than that obtained in Figure 4. This spread of
values is consistentwith the large variability of the nightside
ionopausepositionreported by Brace et al. [1979, 1980]and
may reflect its distribution with solar zenith angle SZA.
Aside from the fact that the detection of the ionopause at
large SZA values is restricted to low altitudes by the position
of the PVO orbit in space [Brace et al., 1980], the data of
Figure 5 suggestthat the dependenceof ionopauseheights
with SZA reported by Brace et al. [1979, see Figure 2] may

-

6.•• • 67
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•o•
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-

•

o
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•

occurmorefavorablywhenpv2is low. Thisresultindicates,

80

in turn, that the response of the nightside ionosphere to
different solar wind conditions is not necessarily the same
and that the location and magnitude of the nightside iono-
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Fig. 4. Ionopausepositionwith respectto the sun-Venusaxisas
a functionof pv2 in the outboundleg of the orbitsgivenin Table 1.
The dashed line indicates the least square fit to the data.

sphericbulgecanbe stronglydependent
on the pv2 value
present at the time of the observation. In fact, the smaller
variation of the nightsideionopauseheight with SZA at high

pv2 valuesshouldresultin a lessnotableionospheric
bulge
shape.

SOLAR WIND CONTROL OF THE NIGHTSIDE IONOPAUSE

THERMAL AND MAGNETIC PRESSURE ACROSS
THE NIGHTSIDE

The different extent of the section of the PVO trajectory

IONOPAUSE

located within the ionosphere(heavy traces in Figures 2 and
3) illustratesgraphically the variability of the position of the
nightside ionopause. For example, that boundary was detected at fairly close distancesfrom the sun-Venus axis in
the outboundleg of orbit 72 but nearly outsidethe umbra in
orbit 70, despite the fact that similar spatial regions of the
wake were probed in both orbits. The variability of the
position of the ionopause in the set of orbits included in
Figures 2 and 3 appears to follow; however, a consistent

Even thoughthe analysisof the conditionspresentacross
the nightsideionopausemay requirea greaterdatabasethan
that used here, it is of interest to examine, in the orbits
available, the role of the magneticand ionosphericthermal
pressuresto determinethe positionof that boundary.Studies of the magnetometer,plasma probe, and electron temperaturedatain the daysidehaverevealedthe way in which
the ram pressureof the solar wind is transferredto the
magneticfield to compressthe topsideionosphericplasma.
trendwhenplottedagainsttherampressure/902
of thesolar The positionand overall intensityof the piled up magnetic
wind (p denotesthe massdensity and v the flow speed).This field abovethe daysideionopauseare, in mostcases,clearly
is shown in Figure 4 for the outbound crossings which correlatedwith the topsideionosphericpressure[Vaisberg
occurred deeper within the umbra in the set of orbits et al., 1980; Brace et al., 1980; Elphic et al., 1980].
examined. The distance from the ionopause to the sun-

Examination of the electron density data in the nightside

Venusaxis is given,in that figure,as a functionof /902 crossingsindicatesthat, in general, the conditionspresent

calculatedwhen the spacecraftwas in the freestream solar
wind in each orbit. A notable ordering of ionopause crossings is readily apparent with the innermost positionsseenat

there are somewhat different, and that there appears to be a
lack of correlation between the ionopause height and the

topsidethermalpressurebelowthat boundary.This is illlus-

high pv2 values.On the other hand, ionopause
crossings trated in Figure 6, where various density profiles near the
detectedin the outer regionsof the umbra, or even exterior

ionopausehave been plotted. These showthat even though

to it occurconsistently
at low pv2 values.A bestfit linear the topsideionosphericdensityis very nearlythe samein all
dependence is included in Figure 4 to exhibit better the
suggestedbehavior of the nightsideionopauseposition with

the cases examined, the location of this boundary can occur

at very different altitudes. Since, in addition, the plasma
temperaturein the upper ionosphere(near the terminator
Since the height of the PVO above the planet increases region)remainsfairly constantfrom orbit to orbit [Miller et

pv2.

with the distance from the sun-Venus axis (except within the
ionosphere in the region where the spacecraft crossesthe
equator), the overall decrease of the distance from such an

axisto theionopause
with pv2 shouldalsobe reflectedin the

ß

ORBITS 55-92
ß

heightof that boundary above the planet. Such a dependence
should, therefore, also become apparent when directly plot-

•

tingtheionopause
heightversuspv2.Thus,we canconduct
a

•

6

=

5

more generalanalysisby examiningthe ionopausealtitude as
a function of the dynamic pressure of the freestream solar
wind (even if we include orbits which did not probe specifically the near-midnightregion). The position of 40 nightside

(oufi:oun4)
7
E

ß

ß

ß

ß

ß

_o 4

outbound
ionopause
crossings
for whichpv2 is availableis
shownin Figure 5. These indicate again a marked control of

pv2ontheionopause
height,whichoccursmorefavorablyat
low altitudeswhen the ram pressureof the solarwind is high.
The more general data base used here shows, in addition,

thatat low valuesof pv2 the scatterof ionopause
heightsis

I

!

2

I

5 xlOS
K,m

HEIGHT

Fig. 5. Ionopause
heightmeasured
in 40 outboundcrossings
of the

PVOthroughout
thenightside
hemisphere
asa functionof pV2.
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Fig. 6. Ionopauseheightversuselectrondensity(andthermalpressure)of the topsidenighttimeionosphere.

al., 1980], the above result implies that the position of the

magnetic field into the umbra, as shown in Figures 1-3, is

ionopause
in thatregioncanbe uncorrelated
with thetopside consistent with that configuration even though it is not
ionosphericpressure. Thus, similar values of the thermal

pressuremay be presentin caseswhere the ionopauseis
detected at both low and high altitudes. This behavior
suggeststhat the topside ionosphericplasma does not respondnecessarilylike the daysideionosphericmaterial to
externalsolarwind conditions.In fact, unlike the nightside
ionopauseposition, the "back up" ionosphericthermal

possibleto identify, in the PVO data, the precisepositionof
the magneticpolar terminator. Experimental data in which
this verificationcan be conductedis provided, however, by
the magnetic field measurements of the Venera 9 and 10
orbiters reported by Dolginov et al. [1980]. Figures 8 and 9

pressureapparentlydid not changesignificantly
when pv2

reproduce,in a plane similar to that of Figure 1, the magnetic
field measurementsrecorded by the Venera 9 on October 30,
1975,and on November 17, 1975,respectively. In both cases

increasedby at least a factor of 2 between orbits 70 and 72.
It also shouldbe pointed out that the correlation between

the orientation
measurements

the kineticenergydensityof the solarwindandthe position
of the nightsideionopause,shownin Figures4 and 5, does
not necessarilyindicate that the local magnetic field is
ineffective in controllingthe conditionspresent at this
boundary.In fact it is found that, as in the daysidehemisphere [Elphic et al., 1980; Vaisberg et al., 1980], the
magneticfield above the nightsideionopausemay provide
the necessary
pressureto balancethe topsidethermalionospheric pressure. An example of the magnetic field and
electrondensityprofilesseenacrossthe ionopauseis shown
in Figure7. Theseprofilescorrespond
to the outboundlegof
orbit66, in whicha very well definedionopause
crossingwas
detected.With the observedB = 18¾magneticfieldintensity
outside
theionopause,
n = 400cm-3 for theelectrondensity
below that boundary,and an assumed(electronplus ion)

mainedin the freestreamsolarwind when the first spacecraft
probedthe wake. With this latter informationit is possibleto
identify, for each pass, the position of the magneticpolar
regions with respect to the plane formed by the sun-Venus

of the IMF is known from the simultaneous
out with the Venera
10 which re-

carried

axis and the IMF vector. In the October 30, 1975, orbit the
position of the Venera 9 within the umbra occurs at locations

far away from sucha plane and thus correspondsto a high
latitude pass. The magnetic field orientation in that orbit
showsa well defined convergentgeometry and is consistent
with that expected downstream from the magnetic polar
regions. Such a geometry is compatible with those of the
PVO crossings,which generallycorrespondto high magnetic
latitudes. Conversely, in the orbit of November 17, 1975, the
position of the Venera 9 in the outbound leg (at t • 1000

temperature of T = 7 500øK (consistent with the values used

in Figure6), we find that the externalmagneticpressure
couldbe more than adequateto balancethe topsidethermal

20 -

- 480

pressure. Thus, the magnetic fluxes above the nightside

•'/n

ionopauseare clearly an importantfactor in providingthe
necessarypressureto containthe ionosphericplasmabelow.

15 -

- 360

.-**

I0-

- 240

c::

5 d

-120

'---'

DISCUSSION

The distribution of plasma and magnetic fields described
in Figures 1-7 illustrate the conditions which appear to
characterize the high latitude nightside ionopause. Because
of the preferential orientation of the IMF near the ecliptic
plane it is at high latitudes where the magneticfield geometry
should reflect more frequently the slipping of the magnetic
field linesover the planet. The persistentconvergenceof the

o

I

I

I

I

I

zozo

zo•z

zoz4

zoz6

zozs

I

UT

Fig. 7. Magneticfieldintensityand electrondensityprofilesmeasured in the outbound leg of orbit 66.
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Fig. 8. (a) Magnetic field vectors projected in the sameplane as Figure 1, as reported by Dolginov et al. [1980] from
the Venera 9 measurements on October 30, 1975. (b) Projection of the same magnetic field vectors on the plane formed
by the solar ecliptic coordinates Y-Z (perpendicularto the sun-Venusaxis). (c) Simultaneousmeasurementsof the IMF
by the Venera 10 in the free stream solar wind (its direction on the Y-Z plane is indicated in Figure 8b by the dashed
line).

hours) remained in the vicinity of the magnetic equatorial
plane and thus reflects conditions for which there should be
little deflection

into the wake.

We note that in this case there

is no evidence of a convergent orientation within the umbra.
These two examples clearly illustrate the different magnetic
geometry present at low and high magnetic latitudes and, at
the sametime, expose the axial asymmetry which appearsto
characterize the near wake. The preferential downstream
elongation of the nightside ionopause at low latitudes, and
the observation of low ionopause altitudes at high latitudes
[Brace et al., 1979, 1980], also indicate the absence of axial
symmetry in that region. As noted earlier, it is the onset of
different conditions at the region where the field lines slip
over the planet that should disrupt the development of an
axially symmetric wake.
We should also note that the peculiarities of the magnetic
field geometry downstreamfrom the terminator shouldaffect
the distribution of plasma above the nightsideionopause. We
can mention, in this regard, the existence of a clearly defined
boundary separatingplasmas with different spectral characteristics along the downstream extension of the low latitude
daysideionopause,as reported by Romanov et al. [1979, see
Figure 5]. The observed change in the thermal and kinetic
energiesof the particles acrossthat boundary is most likely
associated with the draped IMF lines which apparently
preserve that geometry many Venus radii downstream from
the planet [Russell et al., 1981]. At high magnetic latitudes,

Fig. 9.

on the other hand, a different plasma distribution appearsto
be present with particle fluxes moving with a component
directed toward the interior of the umbra [Intriligator et al.,
1979]. The different behavior of the high latitude plasma
could be due to the smaller accumulation of interplanetary
magneticfluxes above the magneticpolar regions, which will
allow

a more direct

interaction

between

the shocked

solar

wind and the ionospheric material. The correlation between

thenightside
ionopause
heightandpv2,asshownin Figures4
and 5, is consistent with this suggestion and, at the same
time, exposesthe important role of the kinetic energy of the
solar wind to determine the plasma configurationin the near
wake. This circumstance points out, in turn, that the interaction between the shocked solar wind and the ionospheric
material near the terminator should be determined, to some

extent, by the plasma-plasmacontact that takes place in that
region. Thus, we can advance the idea that when the
dynamic pressure of the solar wind is high, the conditions
present at high magnetic latitudes may extend to lower
latitudes, thus producing a stronger distortion of the nightside ionosphere.The noticeably reduced scatteringof points

shownin Figure5 for high pv2 valuesmay expressthis
different configuration. The understanding of how this feature is precisely controlled by the solar wind and the IMF
will be ultimately acquired from the continued and combined
analysis of the magnetometer and the plasma probe data of
the Pioneer

Venus

and Venera

orbiters.

Same as Figure 8 for the Venera observationsof November 17, 1975.
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